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this poem was made by my second best friend jojo...she has gotten abused by her father many times
but now he's settled down more!!! so hope u enjoy it even though it's like really sad...
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1 - Abuse

Abuse 

I try and call out,

And I am trying so hard to figure things out!

My dad just beats me

And it feels like my mother isn't even there,

Ali and Raina do not think it is fair!

And as I watch my only younger sister get thrown into the wall,

I feel myself drifting and that I can't see anything at all.

Why? I ask myself constantly.

And then I find you walking down a dark alley.

You ask where did I get those horrible bruises from,

And I just reply that nothing…is wrong.

No! Again I am lying about the tragic scares I hide,

And everyone thinks that my life is just fine!

When of course it is anything but that=(

Ali has been trying so hard to help, but she just can't!

We both know that if my daddy finds out that Raina and her know,

They'll both be dead and buried under snow…



My dad does love us but he just can't show it!

It's because of all the drinking and a mere hit.

If we don't do what we are told

We are abused and scold!!

I hate being treated like this

Whenever I make a single dis.

I wish that someone could help,

For I just hate being afraid of a lousy belt!

I feel like I am trapped between a belt and the wall,

For when I fall down no one is catching me…at all…

By: Jojo Hekatashi
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